ANAGRAM QUIZ 19

ANIL
Perth, Australia

This time every clue is a polyanagram—multiple anagrams of the answer concatenated into a sentence or phrase that defines or hints at the answer. Sometimes two anagrams join ends to form a single word. These “zips” are noted and divided by a |. Numbers of letters in the answer are given in parenthesis; (2|9) means the answer is an 11 letter word of 2 and 9 letter parts.

1. (<Latin) copier; on recap I lit “not real” pic. I retain ol’ pic. (11)
2. Errs on dec|sions, err’s “dec|ides” corner, s/o’s rescinder. (2|9)
3. Last up tie, men? Isn’t me up late|st. Leap unit > me. (3|9)
4. “I’m so anti y|on itsy aim, it is moany!” (Is it anonymity?) (9)
5. “O, Carmen, come!” (Ran, ram once, come ran.) (7)
6. Trogs reared to rear; > “dregs”, retards ergo. (5|6)
7. Am a top run. Map ran out at a norm? Up! (4|5)
8. “I’m an ace go, genomic AA, a mega icon!” (9)
9. sure score recourses re sucrose, ores, cures (9)
10. Co. ever rips. (Vice ropers rive copers!) (4|6)
11. subo|tium|m pious bu|l-bum: “So up, I!” (9)
12. Seen vital or lone veritas, so let in, aver. (11)
13. Coded act: ran i|nto car. (Add: ice!). (4 8)
14. I pus-revel, slurp Evie’s liver. (Peut!) (9)
15. Earth beast breath seat, heat breast. (5|5)
16. Eggs, roars gross rage, rags, ‘gores’. (9)
17. Ballet-age ball, ea. get able at leg. (9)
18. A primed note repaid to men. (1 10)
19. Exit usual rut. (“I relax us.”) (10)
20. _ sceptre, spectre, Pres., etc. (7)
21. Donate ‘pill’ > ‘oiled’ plant. (10)
22. a grim nous “Nor magus, I.” (9)
23. Bullage—ha ha!—bullage! (5|4)
25. I tap arse as pirate, air tapes. (8)
26. toss income, monies, cost (10)
27. Centre + bum rub cement. (9)
28. Ran, ate me, earn meat. (3-5)
29. toured, true “do” routed (6)
30. Sunset lad lasted sun. (5|4)
31. Gore quest/s got queer. (9)
32. usurp a rot rut, soar up (9)
33. Read rt. and ‘ear rant. (8)
34. faint seas as neat “ifs” (9)
35. churn aire, reach ruin (9)
36. menu’s tilme units (7)